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The Publication Game! Everything Everyone Expects You to Know... (But That No One Actually Ever Told You)

Attending the workshop colloquia as a student in the early 2000s has been a hugely formative experience for me. In retrospective, there is one thing that I would have liked seeing explained a bit better, back then. As a first generation college student in my family, I was clueless most of the time. About everything, but most of all about the role of publishing in Academia. Although still clueless, I think I understand a little bit better how the publication game works, not only because I have managed to author a publication or two, myself, but also because I have been the co-editor in chief of the International Journal of the Commons for some years, now. I would like to share how I think the publication game works with students who feel they don’t have a clue, and I want those that do have a clue, to contest or confirm my ideas.

Dr. Frank van Laerhoven studies environmental governance, particularly the governance of ecosystems. His research agenda includes an interest in common pool resources (CPRs), socio-ecological systems, decentralization reforms, local democracy and participation, and the solving of collective action dilemmas.
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